FLYING    NORTH
in tying the aeroplane to the landing stages at night. The
sharp fangs of a steel anchor make it impossible to stretch
my legs. I have tried thirteen different positions; it really
would not work. I recognize now I have to pay for my
privileged seat by folding myself like a penknife—again not
an easy process in my heavy leather coat and fur.
But all is forgotten as soon as the dramatic change of
scenery sets in below.
The sky is mostly clouded at a height of 600 feet, so
Sadkov keeps within 50 and 300 feet above the ground.
Soon we are at the front where forest and Arctic desert
make war on each other. The trees embark on a battle
of conquest and try to expand their territory. But the North
uses strong weapons to force the invaders into retreat.
They have no business beyond the Arctic circle. The
tundra whips them with winds; sends slashing cyclones
against them. It starves them of light, attacks their food
supply by freezing the soil underneath their roots into a
mass as hard as glass. The sun is no longer an ally; it has
not enough time to soften the ground; its rays are too short.
The tree army finds it increasingly difficult to raise a reserve
of youngsters who could fill up its ranks. The front line
grows rapidly thinner. Many have to give in and accept
the low standard of life which is the rule of the locality. I
can see how struggle and gradual subjection tears at their
health. Starvation reduces them to dwarfish, degenerated,
ill-looking little fellows. It would have been better for them
to stay at home. They present such a pitiful picture of
defeat, caricatures of once free and noble trees.
Larger become the patches under the occupation of the
Arctic. More numerous are the stretches of land under the
colours of the North. The green flag of the Southern forest
is torn and battered. The grey and yellow banner of the
Arctic moss expands triumphantly, over the plains. What
was a rich and thick fur for the earth in its prime has
become a mangy old skin. Holes of water and swamp shine
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